
Use phone as example:
1,Centre the phone on the Main Support vertically.
Grip the phone in width with Grippers D,screw
down the D Grippers here.
Adjust Grippers U to have same tick marks as
Grippers D, screw down U Grippers here.

2,Centre the phone on the Main Support vertically.
Adjust ADJ Arms 1 &2 to hold the phone from
bottom,screw down the Arms 1&2 here.

3,When phone is well held from bottom,keep the
Lock Arm in its longest extension and pull the ADJ
Arm 3 away from phone,stop pulling when the gap
between Line 1 and the upper edge of phone is
1mm,Screw down ADJ Arm 3 here.

4,Push Grippers U downward,phone will be well
locked after a"click"sound.

5,Hook up the OEM charging cable coming from
the base of PL-HISEC,your phone is ready to show!

Use tablet as example:

1,Centre the tablet on the Main Support horizontally.

Grip the tablet in width with Grippers R,screw down the R Grippers here.

Adjust Grippers L to have same tick marks as Grippers R,screw down L Grippers here.

2,Centre the tablet on the Main Support horizontally.

Adjust ADJ Arms 1&2 to hold the tablet from right side,screw down the Arms 1&2

here.

3,When tablet is well held from right, keep the Lock Arm in its longest extension

and pull the ADJ Arm 3 away from tablet,stop pulling when the gap between Line 1

and the left edge of tablet is 1mm,Screw down ADJ Arm 3 here.

4,Push Grippers L rightward,tablet will be well locked after a"click"sound.

5,Hook up the OEM charging cable coming from the base of PL-HISEC,your tablet is

ready to show!

(3)Options to mount PL-HISEC to a surface with the supplied mounting kits.

Support both flat surface mounting and wall mounting.

Option 1,Mount the stand from top of

the counter or surface with(4)M4

screws.

Option 2,Secure PL-HISEC with the(2)

mounting threads and wing nuts from

bottom of the surface

Note:Supplied 50mm

threaded rods will fit a

maximum counter

depth of 35mm.

Option 3,or as an add-on security, Stick

the stand on to the surface with

supplied 3M adhesives.

Mount Outlines

A.M4 screw holes

B.Mounting threads holes

C.Cable pass through hole
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Plug Key into the key port in the post. In 2~3 seconds the Lock arm

shall popup and release the phone/tablet along with the LEDs blinking on

post and key.

Note:

If pull the key out of the port before the lock arm popup,or a low-power

battery makes the lock arm fail to popup, then you may need to plug in the

right key twice to complete the releasing process.


